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G.   Vertical and Horizontal Control

The vertical datum for this project is Mean Lower Low Water.

The vertical control method used for this survey was VDatum.

ERS methods were used as the final means of reducing F00727 to MLLW for submission. Data were reduced using the
VDATUM model S-E906 SEP Model Limits_xyNAD83-MLLW_geoid12b.csar provided by the project manager.

The horizontal datum for this project is North American Datum 1983. The projection used for this survey is Projected
UTM 18.

Vessel kinematic data were post-processed using Applanix POSPac processing software and Single Base Positioning
methods described in the DAPR. Smoothed Best Estimate of Trajectory (SBET) and associated error (RMS) data were
applied to all MBES data in CARIS HIPS and SIPS. For further details regarding the processing and quality control
checks performed, see the F00727 POSPAC Processing Logs spreadsheet located in the Separates folder.

During real-time acquisition, ASV007 received correctors from the Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) for
increased accuracies similar to USCG DGPS stations. WAAS and SBETs were the sole methods of positioning for
F00727.

H.   Additional Results

ASV007's PicoMBES and Tritech sonars are not on the Approved Systems List released in Hydrographic Technical
Directive 2018-2 by the Hydrographic Surveys Division. These systems were the best available to Bay Hydro II at the
time of survey. The Navigation Response Branch and the Hydrographic Systems and Technology Branch are in the
process of testing data from the ASV systems to ensure they meet the standards to make the Approved Systems List.
Based on the data collected in this project and the ability to find known objects in a known location, the hydrographer
believes the data collected for F00727 is still adequate to supersede all data in common areas as stated earlier in this
report.

Crosslines were collected, processed, and compared in accordance with Section 5.2.4.3 of the HSSD. To evaluate
crosslines, a 0.5 meter CUBE surface using strictly mainscheme lines in both the Slaughter Creek and Pocomoke
River survey areas, and a 0.5 meter CUBE surface using strictly crosslines in both areas were created. From these
surfaces, difference surfaces (mainscheme - crosslines = difference surface) were generated using Pydro’s Compare
Surfaces tool at a 0.5 meter resolution, and are submitted in the Separates II Digital Data folder. Statistics show the
mean difference between the depths derived from mainscheme and crosslines in Slaughter Creek was -0.04 meters and
95% of nodes falling within 0.11 meters (Figure 16). For the respective depths, the difference surface was compared to
the allowable NOAA uncertainty standards using Compare Surfaces. In total, 100% of the depth differences between
F00727 mainscheme in Slaughter Creek and crossline data were within allowable NOAA uncertainties (Figure 17).
Statistics show the mean difference between the depths derived from mainscheme and crosslines in the Pocomoke




